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Optogenics Participates in Toy for Tots and Food Pantry Drive 

We, at Optogenics, thank you for your loyalty,   

support and partnership throughout the year. 
 

May this holiday season bring us  

all peace, happiness, and a healthy  

and prosperous New Year.  

Please note that Optogenics will be closed to celebrate the holiday season  
with our families on December 23rd-24th.  

 

Customer service will be open until 6 pm on Friday, December 31st. 

 
 

In our daily life at Optogenics, we live the mission of improving lives by improving 
sight, but we also strive to make a difference in our local community.  We hope to 
help provide a happy and filling holiday for those in need and too help make a 
difference in the lives of our fellow men, women, and children.   
 
If you would like to donate, we are accepting contributions through December 8th. 
Please inquire with customer service for details. 
 
We will share the results of our campaign in a subsequent newsletter. 
 
 

 

Optogenics is proud to 
support Toys For Tots this 
year as part of our annual  

Toy and Food Pantry drive for 
families in need in the  

Central New York area.   
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Transitions
®
 XTRActive

®
 Polarized™ Lenses Now Available! 

Now available in Essilor lens designs and coatings, Transitions® XTRActive®  
Polarized™ lenses are the only and best ever photochromic polarized lenses.  
 
They are 2x as fast to fade back as Transitions® Vantage® and are clearer than 
ever1, all while delivering up to 90% polarization efficiency2 and extra 
darkness3. This is achieved through an exclusive, multi-layer matrix of XTRActive 
dyes for extra darkness and dichroic dyes for polarization. 
 
Transitions XTRActive Polarized lenses replace the current generation of 
Transitions Vantage lenses. 

1: Based on tests on polycarbonate grey lenses compared to the previous generation. Fade back claim based on fade back to 65% transmission @ 23°C. 
2: Based on tests on polycarbonate grey lenses, up to 10% darker than the previous generation @ 23°C and up to 5% darker @ 35°C 
3: Based on tests across materials on grey lenses @ 23°C, using ISO 12312-1 standard. 
4: Compared to the previous generation, across materials tested on grey lenses fading back to 70% transmission at 23°C. 
5: Polycarbonate and 1.5 grey lenses tested at 23°C behind the windshield achieving between 18%T and 43%T. 
6: Clear to dark photochromic category.  Tests across polycarbonate and 1.5 grey lenses at 35°C achieving <18%T using Transitions Optical's standard testing method. 

Don’t forget about Transitions®  XTRActive®  new generation lenses now 
available too! They provide the best extra darkness and the best extra light 
protection in the clear-to-dark photochromic category! They achieve up to a 35% 
faster fade back speed4 than the prior generation and category 2 level darkness 
in the car5 with visible light activation. They are the only photochromic lenses 
reaching category 3 levels at 95° F6. These breakthrough improvements are 
accomplished using extra powerful dyes and the latest matrix technology. 
 

Transitions XTRActive new generation lenses replace the current generations of 
Transitions XTRActive lenses.   

Visit the Transitions folder in our Document Center at optogenics.com for the new sales aids. 

Get Your Order Delay Notifications via Email! 

No one likes a delay, but we know that you would rather know 
about it before your patient calls you! 

 
No worries--Optogenics has got you covered!   

With our brand new Order Delay Notification platform, 
we are able to quickly and efficiently inform you of job  

delays through email! 
 

To ensure we have your preferred email address on file to send 
these notifications, please fill out our quick form at: 

tinyurl.com/OptogenicsODN 


